Kyle Field Preservation Bill

"An act that seeks to keep the integrity of the historic Kyle Field"

Whereas(1): Many of today's college football stadiums have entity sponsorships; and,

Whereas(2): Kyle Field is a piece of Aggie tradition that dates back to 1904; and,
Whereas(3): Olsen Field’s primary name recognition was recently changed with the help of an entity sponsorship from Blue Bell Creameries; and,

Whereas(4): Kyle Field’s primary name recognition has never been altered; and,

Whereas(5): In the process of expanding and updating Kyle Field’s facilities and infrastructure, Texas A&M University may potentially be approached by entities offering monetary sponsorships in exchange for having their entity’s name associated with the primary recognition of Kyle Field.

Therefore

Let it be

Enacted(1): The primary name recognition of Texas A&M University’s football stadium remain “Kyle Field;” and,

Let it be

Further

Enacted(2): That naming opportunities from entity sponsorships be limited to sections of the football stadium or seating decks, but not the field itself, maintaining the original donation of Dean E.J. Kyle, Class of 1899, as the primary namesake of the football stadium henceforth.